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Let G be a compact Lie group. Denote by m the Brownian bridge measure on 
the loop group Y = {g E C( [0, 11; G): g(0) = g( 1) = e}. The finite energy subgroup 
of Y determines in a natural way a gradient operation for functions on Y. 
The following logarithmic Sobolev inequality is proven. 5 f2 log 1 f 1 dm < 
J (/gradf(y)12+ V(v)f(v)‘) dm+ llfll*~og llfll wherein [[f jl denotes the L’(m) 
norm and V is a potential which is quadratic in the associated Lie algebra valued 
Brownian motion. The inequality is derived by a method of inheritance from the 
known inequality for the G valued Brownian motion. 6 1991 Academic press, IX. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The classical Sobolev inequalities are a fundamental tool in analysis 
over finite dimensional manifolds. For infinite dimensional manifolds 
logarithmic Sobolev inequalities, because of their dimension independent 
character, seem to be the proper analogs of these classical inequalities. 
Logarithmic Sobolev inequalities have been investigated extensively over 
infinite dimensional linear spaces and finite dimensional manifolds as well 
as over some infinite products of finite dimensional manifolds. (See 
[DGS, G43 for surveys and [HS].) In this paper we establish logarithmic 
Sobolev inequalities on an important class of infinite dimensional 
manifolds. 
Let G be a compact connected Lie group. Denote by W’, the space of 
continuous functions g from [0, l] into G such that g(0) = e, the identity 
element of G. Given a choice of an Ad G invariant inner product on the Lie 
algebra of G there is a natural probability measure P on W, induced by 
the G valued Brownian motion over [0, l] which starts at e. For each 
point x in G the set W,, consisting of functions g in W, for which g( 1) = x, 
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supports a probability measure pu, which is the conditional measure 
P( .I g( 1) = x), the Brownian bridge measure on the bridge space W,. 
W, is a group under pointwise multiplication. We is a subgroup, the so 
called group of based loops. Loop spaces have been extensively studied in 
both the mathematics and physics literature. See, for example, [AH, AV2, 
Fr, Ge, M, MM, P]. There is a natural gradient operation for functions on 
W, corresponding to a Hilbert space of right invariant vector fields on 
W,. Let h be an absolutely continous function from [0, l] into the Lie 
algebra 9 of G which vanishes at zero and has square integrable derivative. 
Denote by H the Hilbert space of such functions and by H,, the closed 
subspace of those functions which also vanish at one. For h in H and g in 
W, define the product exp(th) g to be that element of W, whose value at 
s is exp(th(s)) g(s). The gradient of a function on W, may be defined 
(informally) by 
(grad f(g), h) = df(ew(W g)ldt at t = 0, h in H. (1.1) 
grad f(g) lies in H. Similarly iff is a function on We its tangential gradient 
grad,f(g) lies in H, and is defined the same way but with h running over 
H,. The logarithmic Sobolev inequality 
I WC fkj2 log Ifk)l P(h) 
6 s 
WC 
kwdf(g)12 PC&)+ llfll~~~p~log I fIIL~~P~ (1.2) 
is a consequence of the corresponding well known inequality on Wiener 
space because the measure P is in a certain sense Gaussian. It is our aim 
to investigate the existence of a similar inequality over the loop group We 
with respect to the Brownian bridge measure pu,. E. Getzler [Ge] has 
shown, however, that the powerful method of Bakry and Emery [B] fails 
to yield the precise We analog of the inequality (1.2). The method of this 
paper also fails to yield such an inequality. In the author’s opinion the 
precise analog of (1.2) is false. But the present method suggests an alter- 
native inequality and gives a little insight into why the precise analog of 
(1.2) could fail. We shall obtain a logarithmic Sobolev inequality over 
( W,, p,) by adding a quadratic potential onto the Dirichlet form operator 
appearing on the right side. Let b denote the 9 valued Wiener process 
associated to the given inner product on 9. Let g( ) denote the solution to 
the stochastic differential equation 
dg=dbog, g(0) = e. (1.3) 
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We shall prove 
d c, i“ w, ~lgradof(~)12+ UY)~(Y)~) ~(4) 
+ llfll tqp.) log llfll Lqp<,)> (1.4) 
where V(y) = l/6( 1)12 + constant and j* > 0. This inequality is the main 
result of this paper. Let L be the form closure in L’(p,) of the operator 
(grad,)* grad, + I’. Then (1.4) implies that exp( - tL) is hypercontractive 
and that L has an eigenvalue of finite multiplicity at the bottom of its 
spectrum. It seems likely that over each connected component of W,, L has 
a unique ground state. But this has not yet been investigated. 
Our method is conceptually very simple and most easily explained in 
finite dimensions. Let .Q be a finite dimensional Riemannian manifold and 
Y an imbedded submanifold. Assume that there is a neighborhood U of Y 
which is differomorphic to a product: U = Xx Y. Suppose that P is a 
measure on 52 for which a logarithmic Sobolev inequality is known to hold. 
Apply the known inequality to a function F on U of the form F(x, y) = 
u(x)f( v) /?(x, y) wherein u is a fixed function in Ccm(X) and /I(x, y) is 
determined by the disintegration of PI U under the product decomposition 
U = Xx Y. With some simple estimates the desired logarithmic Sobolev 
inequality over Y will hold for f if the imbedding satisfies a number of 
important technical conditions. 
In Section 2 we carry out this procedure and give an example showing 
that one cannot expect to get best constants this way even if the X and Y 
level sets are mutually orthogonal. In Section 3 we show how a smooth 
map cp from Q = Rd to R” can generate such a decomposition and dis- 
integration if P transforms suitably under the inverse gradient flow of q. In 
Section 4 we carry out these finite dimensional techniques in the infinite 
dimensional case of interest to us, with Q replaced by W, and Y replaced 
by the “submanifold” W, (and more generally by W,). In Section 5 we 
prove hypercontractivity of the associated semigroup and existence of 
ground states. 
It is a pleasure to acknowledge useful conversations with D. Barbasch, 
J. Deuschel, E. Getzler, T. Knapp, R. Leandre, and B. Speh. 
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2. HERIDITABILITY OF LOCERITHMIC SOBOLEV INEQUALITIES 
BY SUBMANIFOLDS 
Let Sz be a finite dimensional C” Riemannian manifold and P a 




G(~)~loglG(z)l P(dz)<Cj JVG(Z)~~P(~Z)+AI(G//~ 
a 
+ IIG/12 log IIGII (2.1) 
for some constant C and A and all real valued functions G on Q whose 
weak gradient VG is in L’(Q, P). IlGll denotes the L2(P) norm. We 
consider only real valued functions. 
Denote by Y an imbedded submanifold of 52. We assume that Y has an 
open tubular neighborhood U in Q with the following uniformity and 
regularity properties. Let X be a bounded open neighborhood of the origin 
in R”. We assume U is diffeomorphic to Xx Y and we identify U with 
Xx Y by this diffeomorphism. Y itself is identified to { (0, y): y E Y}. We do 
not assume that the Q metric on Xx Y is a direct sum of metrics on 
the tangent spaces of X and Y and consequently the derivative R’ of the 
projection operator 
W-x, Y) = (0, Y) (2.2) 
from U to Y need not have norm one. But we assume that there is a 
constant CI such that 
llR’(z)ll d @ for all z in U. (2.3) 
Furthermore we assume that the restriction of P to U may be decomposed 
as 
f’(& &) = 4x, ,v) dx A&), (2.4) 
where p is a probability measure on Y, dx is Lebesgue measure on X, and 
w is a strictly positive C’ function on U satisfying ~(0, y) = constant. If 
p(x) = sy w(x, y) p(dy) then the probability measure ,u~ given by 
/cx(dy) = P(X) - ‘4x, Y) .4&J (2.5) 
on Y is the conditional probability 
pwIx)=L(~Y~ y: (X> Y)EJq) (2.6 
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for any Bore1 set E c U. Moreover p(x) dx is the measure on X induced by 
projecting PI U down to X. We assume p is in C’(X). 
Although we are describing our strategy in the context of a finite dimen- 
sional manifold Q our real interest lies in the case wherein Q is the infinite 
dimensional space W, described in the Introduction and Y is the cofinite 
dimensional submanifold W,. It will be essential therefore to obtain 
estimates in this section which are independent of the dimension of Y and 
which depend on P integrals in a manner which is computable for loop 
groups. We shall carry out the extension to this infinite dimensional case 
in the next two sections. 
For a smooth function f: Y + R we write f’( y) for its derivative instead 
of df( y). We similarly denote by u’(x) the derivative of a function U: X -+ R. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let u he a nonnegative function in C‘?(x) with 
J,u(x)2dx=1. WriteR,(z)=xifz=(x,y)isinU.Choose8>Oand8,>0 
such that 2(8+ 0,) < 1. Let p(z) = w(z)~“~ for z in U. Let V: Y+ R be 
locally p integrable and put 
and 
K(z)=3c(Jvlog/?~2-a2V(y))-log~ (2.7) 
K,(z)= 3CIXI lu’(x)12 IIR;(4112, z = (x, Y), (2.8) 
where 1x1 is the Lebesgue measure of X, 0: is defined in (2.3), and w is 
defined in (2.4). Assume that 
D := 8 s exp(K(z)/@(u(x) &))2P(dz) < 00 (2.9) 
cl 
D, := 0, (XI -’ s exp(K,(z)/B,) /l(z)‘P(dz) < 03. (2.10) 
u 
Then for any bounded function f in L’(p) 
s yf(~)2Wf(yMdy) 
G C, I y {lf’Wl*+ Vy)f(y)‘l p(dy) 
+A,Ilfl12+ lIfl1210g Ilfll, (2.11) 




+(e+e,)logc(~+~,)i(e+e,)i . 1 (2.13) 
Proof: It suffices to prove (2.11) for f in C;( Y). Let G(z) = 
f( JJ) U(X) B(x, y) for z = (x, y) in U and put G(z) = 0 if z is not in U. Then 
jQ G(z)' P(dz) = j j f(~)'u(x)'B(x, Y)~w(x, Y) A&) dx 
x Y 
= jx j, f(d2W2/4dA dx = j, f(.d2/W). 
Hence 
IlGll LX(P) = Ilfll&L). 
Similarly, 
(2.14) 
s G2 log/G1 P(dz) n 
= 
ss x y f(.d24x)2(10g If(~)1 + log 4x) + log k ~1) ,4&I dx. 
Hence 
+ IV-II tqr) I u(x)’ log U(X) dx X 
+ j f'(d)' log BP(dz). 
u 
(2.15) 
We shall apply (2.1) to G after analyzing the gradient term. We use V to 
denote the gradient of a function on U in the Q metric. On U we have 
IWz)12= I(vf)uB+f(Vu)B+fuVBI’ 
Q 3c IvfI’(40’ + IVUI 2m)2 + (fuJ2 IV/ll’l. (2.16) 
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Now IV’1 = IV’(Rz)l = If’(Rz) R’(z)1 < c( If’(Rz)l. Furthermore IVu/ = 
IW~,(z)L d l~‘(R~(z))l llK(z)ll. Hence 
I~~~~~l2~3C~2If’~~~l2~~~~2+f~~~2I~’~~~l2lI~;~~~ll2B2 
+ W)‘IV 1% Bl’l. 
Thus 
jQ IWzN2J’(z) G j, 32 If’(~)l’ A&) 
+ j f(Y)*{3 lu’b)12 llfM~)l12~ P2P(dz) 
+j”f(~~~~31vlo~8/2j(uBi’P~dr~. (2.17) 
u 
Combining (2.1) with (2.14), (2.15), and (2.17) gives 
I yf(Y)2wf(Y)l A@) 
d3c?*c s yw’(Y)12+ fWfbJ)*M44 
+A llfl12+j f~Y~2C3~l~‘~~~1211~;~~~l12~ B2fYdz) 
l! 
+ s Uf(y)*{3CIVlog812- 3a*cv(y)-log p}(Up)*P(dz). 
- Ilfll’ jx4x)’ 1% 4x1 kc + Ilfll’ 1% Ilfll. (2.18) 
Insert the definition of K(z) and K,(z) to get 
s y .I-( Y)’ 1% If( Y)l cl(&) 
d 3u2c s y (If’(Y)IZ + uY)f(Y)*) A&) 
+ fl juf(~)Z{e-‘K(r)}(u8)*P(dz) 
u2 log u dx 
> 
IV-II * + llfll’ log Ilfll. (2.19) 
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NOW we apply Young’s inequality: st 6s logs-s + e’, which is valid for 
s 2 0 and t real. Put s =f( y)’ and t = 0; ‘K,(z), respectively t= /F 'K(Z), 
in the second and third integrals on the right of (2.19) to get 
5 y f(Y)* log I.0 Y)l cl(&) 
d 3ccr* I (If’(Y)I*+ vY).f(Y)2)PL(&) Y 
+ 8, /XI --’ J {f’ logf* -f’+ eK1(‘)“I} fi*P(dz) 
G 
+ 8 J {f’ logf* -f’ +e”‘Z”B}(ufl)2P(dz) 
L’ 
+ A - 
( 1 
u* 1% u dx llfll’+ llfll’ log llfll. x > 
But for any bounded function g: Y + R we have 
IW’j 
L’ 
s(YHJ*w~Hwj j dY)Pu(&)dX 
x Y 
Hence 
= s y g(Y) P(h). 
(1-2el-2@ j f(Y)*logl.f(Y)l A&) 
Y 
< 3cu* s (If’(Y)I’+ ~(y)f(y)2)~L(~~)-~,llfl12 Y 
Thus 
+D, -~llfll’+~+ Ilfll’+ Ilfll’log Ilfll. 
(2.20) 
s yf(~)2 logIf(y)l/4dy) 
d (1-20, -2W3c~r* j (If’(~)l’+ Vy)f(y)*)/4&) 
Y 
+(l-28,-28)-l A-~xu210gudx-8,-8) Ilfll’ 
( 
+(1-2e,-2e)-1(0,+D)+(1-28,-28)-111fI/210gIlfIl. (2.21) 
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The theorem now follows from the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let p be a probability measure and Q a densely defined 
quadratic form on L*(p). Suppose that there exist real numbers a, 6, c with 
b > 0 and c > 1 such that for f in the domain of Q 
s f’loglfl d~~Q(f)+allfll’+b+cllfll*1ogI~fll. (2.22) 
Then for f in the domain of Q 
s f’loslfl d~~Q~f,+~,llfl12+llfl12Wlfll (2.23) 
with 
A, =a+2-‘(c- l)(l +log2b/(c- 1)). (2.24) 
Proof: Since the inequality (2.23) is homogeneous it suffices to prove it 
in case 11 f II = 1. With II f II = 1 and t* = 2b/(c - 1) and t > 0 apply (2.22) to 




In the next corollary we replace (2.10) by a stronger condition which will 
be satisfied for loop groups. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Assume that llR;(z)ll is bounded on U. Denote by IX, a 
constant such that 
K,(z) G Ml on U. (2.25) 
Suppose that 0 < 0 < l/2 and that (2.9) holds. Then (2.11) holds with 
C, = (1-20))‘3Ccr* and 
A1=(l-28))’ A+cY- j 
( 
u* log u dx + 8 log [D/0] . (2.26) 
x > 
Proof In the inequality (2.19) the entire K,(z) term is dominated by 
c1 I 11 f 11’. Thus we may delete this term if we replace A by A + c1 I in that and 
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the remaining inequalities. The remainder of the proof is the same as before 
with no K,(z) term and 0, = 0. 
Remark 2.4. The estimate of s jVG(z)l*P(dz) that begins in Eq. (2.16) 
can be made in several ways. If for example the inner product in Q is the 
sum of the inner products on X and Y then V(fo R) is orthogonal to 
V(u 0 R, ) and consequently the coefficient 3C can be reduced to 2C. More 
generally, the cross term 2 1 /?‘iV(fu) .Vj?P(dz) in an expansion of 
J lVGJ’P(dz) can also be handled by an integration by parts, yielding a 
modified K(z) of the form k(z) = C( IV log fiI’ + (l/2) pP’V*Vg2 - 2a’If) - 
log B and &,(z)=2ClXl ~u’(x)~*I/R~(z)l12 with C, = (l-20, -28))‘2Co1* 
and A, expressed in terms of the new K and K, as before. However, in the 
loop group case this yields only a very slight improvement of coefficients 
at the cost of a more complicated computation. (See Remark 3.4 and 
Remark 4.19 for the result of the computation. 
EXAMPLE 2.5. Even without the crude estimates made in the preceding 
proof the logarithmic Sobolev inequalities obtained by inheriting from the 
ambient space does not seem to produce best constants. Take 52 = R”+l and 
YES”= {y~R”+‘l lyl = 1). Take P(dz)= (2~t)~(nf’)‘2exp(-lz~2/2t)dz. 
Decompose U 3 R” + ’ - (0) by polar coordinates as U= Xx Y with 
X= (0, co). Then p = normalized Lebesgue measure on Y and the function 
w(x, y) defined in (2.4) is independent of the angular coordinate y. 
Writing r for the radial coordinate instead of x we have clearly w(r, y) = 
w(r) z (-&t) -- (n + 1 )Prne ~ r2P . It is known [Gl] that (2.1) holds with 
C = t and A = 0 if one uses the Euclidean metric on R”+ I. Moreover these 
are the best constants. If f: s” -+ R and U: X + R are smooth put U(T) = 
u(r) w(r)-“2 and G(r, y) = f( y) u(r). The method of this section consists in 
applying (2.1) to G. It is easy to see what inequality for f we can get this 
way. Because of the orthogonality of X and Y we have 
IWr, ~~12=f~~~*I~‘~~~12+~~~~~/~~*lf’~~~12. 
Inserting this into (2.1) and putting llul12 = 1; u(r)2w(r) dz we get exactly 
s s f(Y12 l%lf(Y)l PL(&) 
~(~ll~/~l12/l1412)Ilf’l12+ llfl 10g llfll 
+ Ilf II2 
1 
tll~‘11*- jm 4r)2(hz14r)l) w(r) d+ Ilull Wl~ll 11~11~2 
0 1 
(2.27) 
upon dividing by jlul12. If we put f = 1 in (2.27) we see that the expression 
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in braces is nonnegative. This just expresses (2.1) for a radial function. But 
(2.1) is never an equality except for constant functions. Thus in order to 
derive (2.11) with A, = 0 we must put u = constant in (2.27) which makes 
the expression in braces equal to zero. However, if n = 1 and u is constant 
then the weak gradient of G is not in L*(R*, P) if f is not constant. This 
is reflected in the fact that 11 l/r11 = ~cj if IZ + 1 = 2. We consider only n > 2 
henceforth. Without loss of information we may put v = 1. An integration 
by parts in the r integral for Ilull * shows that I/ 1 [I * = r(n - 1) I/ l/r11 * for n 3 2. 
Hence (2.27) reduces to 
I ~~f(y~*~~gIf~y~l~~r14~~(~-~)~~‘llf’ll2+llfll21ogIlflI, n32 (2.28) 
when we put u = constant. Since we have used only equalities at every stage 
of the derivation of (2.28) from (2.1) the coefficient (n - 1) ~ ’ of the 
gradient term llf’ll* is the smallest coefficient we can get by applying (2.1) 
to a product f(y) u(r) if we insist on obtaining the inequality (2.11) with 
A r = 0. But in fact Mueller and Weissler [MW, Theorem 31 have shown 
that (2.28) holds with the coefficient (n - 1) ~ ’ replaced by the smaller coef- 
ficient npl (which is the smallest possible constant cf. [MW]). Thus we 
cannot obtain the smallest possible coefficient of Ilf’ll* by this method. 
3. DISINTEGRATION AND THE INVERSE GRADIENT FLOW 
We consider in this section an imbedded submanifold Y of Rd which 
arises as the level set of a map cp: Rd + R”. We describe a tubular 
neighborhood of Y and a corresponding disintegration (2.4) of a given 
probability measure P(dz) on Rd. We then apply the conditions of 
Theorem 2.1 under which a logarithmic Sobolev inequality for P induces 
one on Y. We conclude with an example of a hyperboloid for Y. This 
section is intended as a finite dimensional prototype of the method to be 
used in the next section for loop groups. 
Let cp: Rd+ R” be a C” map. We will be interested only in the case 
d> n. Write q’(z) for the derivative. Let X be an open convex set in R” and 
put U=(p-r(X). We assume that q’(z) has rank n for all z in U. Put 
Y, = cp - l(x) for x in X. We use the Euclidean metric on Rd and R”. Denote 
by K, the kernel of q’(z) and by Kf its orthogonal complement in Rd. 
Then q’(z) I Ki is one and onto R”. For each point 5 in R” and z in N let 
u&J = (cp’(z) I Kj)-‘5. (3.1) 
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Then uc is a C” vector field on U which depends linearly on 5. Let z(t) be 
the solution to the initial value problem 
dzjdt = u&z(t)), z(0) = z(J (3.2) 
with z0 in U. z(t) clearly exists for t in an interval around zero. We have 
dq(z(t))/dt=cp’(z(t)) dz/dt=cp’(z(t)) u&z(t))={. Hence cp(z(t))=cp(z,)+ t& 
We refer to the map zO, t + z(t) as the inverse gradient flow for cp. We 
assume henceforth that if cp(zO) and cp(zO) + 5 are in X then the function 
z(t) exists for 0 6 t 6 1. Define S&z”) =z(l). Then q(Se(z)) = q(z)+ < if 
z is in U and (p(z)+5 is in A’. Hence S,: Y.,+ Y.r+5 if x and x+5 are 
in X. S, is injective by uniqueness of solutions of (3.2). Moreover since 
dz( 1 - t)/dt = -v&z( 1 - t)) = u -<(z( 1 - t)) it is clear that S, maps Y, onto 
Y x+5 and (S,) ’ = S,. Since the solution of (3.2) depends smoothly on 
5 and z0 each SC is a diffeomorphism from Y, to Y,,, and moreover the 
;r~e;xi Y; ; &.+i.TJ Y; from X x L, to U is a diffeomorphism which 
If z=s ~ ~ .,( y) for y in Y,, then x = q(z) and 
y = s .,I~f(z). ‘Hence the‘“map R(z) = S,,.. V,Z,(z) projects U to Y,, in this 
product decomposition. 
Note that the adjoint operator q’(z)*: R” -+ Rd has range K:. Hence 
q’(z) q’(z)* is a strictly positive operator on R” for each z in U. Moreover 
(q’(z)1 K,I)- ’ = cp’(z)*(q’(z) q+(z)*)-‘. 
We summarize part of this discussion in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let cp: Rd -+ R” he a C” map with d > n. Let X be an open 
convex set in R” and put U = cp -l(X). Assume that the derivative cp’ satisfies 
(a) q’(z) has rank n at each poini z of U. 
(b) For each point z0 in U and 4 in Rd the initial value problem 
dz(t)/dt = cp’(z(t))*(cp’(z(t)) cp’(z(t))*))‘[, z(0) = z,, has a solution in U for 
0 < t d 1 if cp(zO) + 5 is in X. Write S&z,) = z( 1). 
Let x0 be a point of X. Then for each point x in X, SxPx,, is a 
diffeomorphism from Y:=cp--‘(x0) onto q-‘(x) and S;2r0=Sr0-r. The 
map x, y --) S .-x,(y) @I- ts a t eomorphism of X x Y onto U. 
Next we describe the disintegration of a probability measure over U. Let 
d(z) = (det(cp’(z) cp’(z)*))“*. Denote by ox the Lebesgue surface measure 
on Y,. We shall use the coarea formula [F, Theorem 3.2.121 
which is valid for example if f is in C,(U). Moreover in this case the 
integral in braces is a continuous function of x. If f is in C,.(U) and 
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Sr’(support f) c U then JUif(,Ssz)(det S;(z)) dz = JU f(z) dz. Now use 
(3.3) on both sides of this equation to get 
ss f&Wet W)) ~Y)-‘GW dxx y, 
= ss f(y) A(y)-‘o.Ady) dx  x y ‘I 
Replacing f(z) by u(cp(z)) f(z) yields 
for any function u in C(X). Since the two integrals over Y, are continuous 
in x and u is arbitrary it follows that 
s f(st~)(det S;(Y)) 4v)p1a,(dy) Y, 
(3.4) 
We shall use (3.3) and (3.4) to disintegrate a probability measure on Rd. 
Let p(z) be a strictly positive continuous function on Rd with 
J,+P(z) dz = 1. Put P(dz) = p(z) dz. We assume that the induced measure 
cp* P on R” has a strictly positive continuous density p(x) on X. 
Let 
/d&l = P(X)-’ A(Y)-‘P(Y) ax(&) (3.5) 
which is a measure on Y,. The generalization of these measures to the case 
in which Rd is replaced by Wiener space has been studied extensively 
in important papers by H. Airault, P. Malliavin, and M.-P. Malliavin 
[A, AMl, AM2, M, MM]. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let 
J<(z) = p(S,z) p(z)-’ det S;(z). (3.6) 
Then 
(a) P(A) = IX p,.(A A Y,) p(x) dx for any Bore1 A c U. That is, 
P(AIcp=x)=p,(Ancp-l(x)). 
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04 d(S-,),~L,+,ld~,(~)=~(x)~(x+5)~1J5(~), YE L UPon iden- 
tifying Xx Y with U as in Lemma 3.1 we have, over U, 
(c) P(dz) = P(dx, &I = p(xo)J,-.q,(y)dx~,(dy), z=X--S&Y). 
Proof: Replace f(z) by f(z) p(z) in (3.3) to get 
jxjy 
li 
f(y)d&) P(W= juf(4P(W (3.7) 
for f in C,.(U). This is equivalent to (a). Replace f by f(z) p(z) in (3.4) to 
get 
P(X) j,., f(& y)(~& ~M.4) det WY) d+) 
=P(x+ 5) j,+ f(y) px+,(&). (3.8) 
Replace f by f 0 S-, in this equation to get (b). Put x = x0 in (3.8) and 
t=x--x, to get 
P(XO) j f(sx - ,y) J,+,,(y) px,(&) 
yw 
= P(X) j, f(y) ddy). (3.9) 
Integrate both sides of this over X with respect o x and use (3.7). This is 
(c). We note that although we have used a rather detailed description of 
the surface measure pL,, J, is simply the Radon-Nikodym derivative 
dP 0 S, /dP. 
For simplicity of statement we take x0 = 0 in the next theorem. 
THEOREM 3.3. With the hypotheses on cp and p stated in this section 
assume further that p is in C1(Rd) and that 
I G(z)* log IF( P(dz) Rd 
GC R~l~~~~~12~~~~~+~II~l12+ IIG/I*logllGII J (3.10) 
for all real valued functions G on Rd whose weak gradient VG is in L*(P). 
Here llGl[ is the L*(P) norm of G. Let u be a nonnegative function in C;(X) 
with sX u(x)’ dx = 1. Define S, by the inverse gradient jlow for cp as above. 
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Let R(z) = S-.(,,(z) for z in U and assume that there exists a constant c( 
such that 
llR’(z)ll G cx for all z E U. (3.11) 
Here llR’(z)il denotes the operator norm of R’(z) from Rd to Rd. Let 
Y= q-‘(O) and write w(S,(y)) = p(0) J,(y) for y in Y. That is, 
w(z) = p(0) J,,,,(S-,,,,z). Write /3(z) = w(z)~‘/‘for z in U and choose tI > 0 
and 6, > 0 such that 2(% + 19,) < 1. Let V: Y + R he locally p0 integrable and 
define K(z) by (2.7) and K,(z) by (2.8) with R,(z) = q(z). Assume (2.9) and 
(2.10) hold. Then (2.11) holds with p = ,a0 (cf: (3.5)) and the values of C, and 
A, given by (2.12) and (2.13). Moreover if lKI(z)l d c(, on U then C, and A, 
may be replaced by the values given in Corollary 2.3. 
ProoJ In view of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2(c) this is just a special case of 
Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.3. 
Remark 3.4. A more delicate estimate of A, depending on the second 
derivatives of /I was sketched in Remark 2.4. The expression for k(z) given 
there reduces, when P(dz) = p(z) dz, to 
I?(z) = -C{ IV log /I(z)1 * + div V log B(z) + V log /I(z) .V log p(z)} 
- log b(z) - 2cx’v. 
Here the divergence is the Euclidean divergence. In the case of loop groups 
the third term in braces proves to be very large and negative, making this 
more relined approach of no apparent advantage. See Remark 4.19. 
EXAMPLE 3.5. We give an example of a hyperboloid in Rd with its 
natural Lorentz invariant measure and an additional Gaussian density. No 
potential is needed to get a logarithmic Sobolev inequality (i.e., V = 0 in 
(2.11)), but we need to use the generality of Theorem 2.1 rather than 
merely the special case which is Corollary 2.3. Let z = (s, [) denote a point 
in Rd with s in R and [ in Rd-‘. Define q(z) =s*- I[/*. We have 
cp: Rd --+ R. We will carry out the method of this section for this function. 
Let B= diag( 1, - 1, - 1, . . . . - 1). Then q(z) = (Bz, z) and cp’(z)q = 2(Bz, q). 
Thus q’(z) has rank one as long as z #O. Let 0 <E < 1 cm. Let U = 
{z E Rd: E < q(z) em}. Then cp has rank one on U. Clearly, if K, = ker q(z) 
then Kt = span Bz. Thus if r is in R then (q’(z) I K$)-‘t is a multiple of 
Bz and is easily computable. It is 5(2 I Bz( ‘) ~ ’ Bz. The differential equation 
(3.2) can be solved: If z0 = (so, lo) put 
f(t)= c(t5+dzd+ ~(tr+cp(~~))*+4~~14~1*~1’*)(2s~)-lil’*. 
The solution to (3.2) is z(t)= (f(t)s,, f(t)-‘io) as can be verified by a 
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straightforward though lengthy computation. Put ,I( <, z,,) = f( 1). Then S, 
is given by S&z) = (1(5, z)s, I((, z))‘[) if z = (s, [). One can compute that 
det S;(z)= lz121Sszl-21(& z)) (dp2) by computing the matrix of S;(z) on 
an O.N. basis of the form ((1, 0, . . . . 0), (0, il[l -I), uj, . . . . ud} where 
z = (s, 0. We take p(z) = (271) -d’2 exp( - (~1 2/2) and P(dz) = p(z) dz. Then 
the inequality (2.1) holds for P with A = 0 and C= 1 [Gl]. We let 
Y = cp- ‘( 1). Then Y is a two sheeted hyperboloid located in the interior 
of Ii. Since d(y) = icp’( y)l one computes easily that the conditional 
measure p, on Y is p,(dy) = const. I yl -‘eP ? ’ ‘IV2 da(y) where do is Lebesgue 
surface measure on Y. Alternatively one may parametrize the upper sheet, 
say, by y=((l+l~l~)~‘~,yl), Y]ER~-‘, which then gives p,(dq)=con- 
st.(l + ~~~2)~1~2e~1q’2d~. With J<(z) defined by (3.6) and with w(z) and B(z) 
defined as in the statement of Theorem 3.3 one can show easily that 
log /i’(z) and IVlog p(z)1 are bounded on U. Moreover the projection 
R(z) = S, ,+,(,,(z) from U onto Y has a bounded derivative on U. Thus the 
key hypothesis (2.9) holds for any choice of u in C:((E, m)). The vertical 
projection R, = cp: U -+ X= (E, m) does not have a bounded derivative, 
however, so Corollary 2.3 does not apply. In fact /q’(z)1 = 2 IzI so that 
(cf. (2.8)) K,(z)=3(m--~)~u’(~)~~4/~~* where x=cp(z). Because of the 
quadratic 121 2dependence the quantity D, (cf. (2.10)) will be infinite unless 
12(m -s)Iu’(x)12 is small. This can be arranged by choosing m large and 
taking u in C:((E, m)) to have approximately a linear increase on the first 
half of this interval to a height h and a linear decrease on the second half. 
In this case the normalization 1 = ~:‘u(x)’ dx forces approximately 
h* = const. m ~ ’ so that m lu’(x)l* < m const.(h/m)2 = const. m -*. Thus for 
any o1 > 0 and for large m the coefficient of lz12 in 8;‘K,(z) can be made 
less than l/2 and this will make D, finite. We note in conclusion that in 
this example, although one doesn’t need to include a potential V in the 
right side of (2.1 l), our method yields a non-zero local norm A 1. 
4. LOGARITHMIC SOBOLEV INEQUALITIES ON LOOP GROUPS 
Let G be a compact connected finite dimensional Lie group with Lie 
algebra Y = T,(G). We fix an Ad G invariant inner product on $9 and 
denote by 151 the associated norm for an element 5 in 3. Let 
W, = (y E C( [0, 11, G): y(O) = e}. 
For x in G write W, = { y E W, : y( 1) = x}. W, is a topological group under 
the pointwise product: (yield) = y,(s) y*(s), 0 <s < 1, and the topology of 
uniform convergence. We is a closed subgroup, the loop group. In this 
section we describe a natural gradient operation for functions on W, and 
580/102!2-3 
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prove a logarithmic Sobolev inequality for Brownian bridge measure on 
the “bridge space” W,. 
Let H be the set of absolutely continuous functions from [0, l] into Y 
such that 
and h(0) = 0. 
If h is in H, y is in W, and t is real write (erhy)(s) = elh(“)y(s), 0<s < 1. For 
a real valued function f on W, and h in H put 
(a,f)(r)=df(efhy)ldtI,=, (4.1) 
if the derivative exists. We say f has a gradient at y if h + (a, f )(y) is a 
continuous linear functional on H and we define Vf(y) as the element of H 
determined by 
((Vf )(Y)v h)H= (d,f l(Y). (4.2) 
Let Ho = {h E H: h( 1) = 0). Then H, is a closed subspace of H, If y is in W, 
and h is in Ho then (ethy)(l) =y(l) =x. So erhy is also in W,. Hence if 
f: W, + R then the tangential gradient off can be defined as the element 
(V, f )(y) of H, such that 
((V,f)(Y),h),=a,f(Y), hEH,,yE Wx (4.3) 
(V,f)(y) exists whenever the right side of (4.3) is a continuous linear 
functional on H,,. 
Now let b(t), 0 < t < 1, be a B valued Wiener process with b(0) = 0 such 
that for 5 and r~ in 99 
E((&), Mb(t), rl)) = (5, rl) mints, 1). 
Denote by g(t) the solution to the stochastic differential equation 
k(s) = dUs)o g(s), g(0) = e. 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
The stochastic differential is that of Fisk-Stratonowicz [IW, Chap. 51. As 
is well known [IW, Chap. 51, Eq. (4.5) has a solution which lies in W, a.s. 
Denote by P the probability measure induced on W, by the map b + g. If 
rll, ..*9 qr is an O.N. basis of 3 and rji, .,., 8, are the corresponding right 
invariant vector fields on G put A = Cl=, 4;. Then P is the diffusion 
process measure with generator (l/2)4 and initial value g(0) = e. For 
each point x in G there is a probability measure pL, on W, with pX( W,) = 1 
and which is a concrete version of the conditional probability: 
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pL,(A) = P(A 1 g(1) = x), A c W,. pL, will be discussed in some detail in 
Lemmas 4.4 and 4.6. In particular we shall see that b( 1) has an interpreta- 
tion as a random variable on W, which is well defined up to a set of p-; 
measure zero. pL, is a Brownian bridge measure on W.,. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let 2 > 0. There are nonnegative constants C, and A, such 
that ,for any point x in G 
s wx.l(~)2 log If(Y I /ddy) 
<C, i‘ ~l~,~~~~l~+~l~~~~lzf~~~~~ d4) w, 
+ A 1 Ilfll’ + Ilfll’ log IV-II, (4.6) 
where Ilfl12=~,f(y)2pX(dy). The inequality (4.6) holds in case f has the 
formf(y) = u(y(t,), . . . . y(t,)) where 0 < t, < ... < t, < 1 and v is in C”(G”). 
The proof will follow the pattern of the proof of Theorem 2.1. In the 
following sequence of lemmas we will construct a tubular neighborhood U 
of the bridge space W,, and verify the quantitative hypotheses of 
Theorem 2.1. Although our space W, is infinite dimensional the method of 
constructing U imitates the general method used for finite dimensions in 
Section 3 with, however, R” replaced by the group G. 
Let us examine first the effect of left multiplication in W, on the Wiener 
process b. Let k be an element of W, of finite energy. That is, 
lk-‘I;l’ :=f; Ik(s)--‘k(x)l’d s < co. We shall frequently use such matrix 
notation for ease of reading instead of k(s);‘&s). Put y(s) = k(s) g(s). If g 
satisfies (4.5) then one computes readily that y satisfies 
d?(s) = {Ad k(s)(db(s) + k(s) -- ‘k(s) ds)} 0 y(s), y(O) = e (4.7) 
wherein the expression in braces is a semi-martingale. Thus the left multi- 
plication by k on W, acts on the Wiener process b by a translation 
followed by an orthogonal transformation. That is, it acts as a Euclidean 
motion in Wiener space. This action has been extensively studied [AH, 
GGV, Fr, MM]. In particular the RadonNikodym derivative of P under 
the map g + kg follows from (4.7) as has already been observed in [AH]. 
Thus we have 
LEMMA 4.2 (Albeverio and Hoegh-Krohn). Zfk has finite energy then 
dP(kg)/dP(g)=exp -lk-‘kl’/2-/: (k(s)-‘k(s), db(s)),]. (4.8) 
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ProoJ: Multiplication by Ad k(s) is an orthogonal transformation of the 
Cameron-Martin space and therefore leaves Wiener measure invariant. 
The Radon-Nikodym derivative under a translation is well known and 
gives (4.8). (See also [MM].) 
Let us write Z(b) for the solution to (4.5). Then I: W-t W, is an almost 
everywhere defined map from the Wiener space W, of ?? valued continuous 
functions on [0, l] which vanish at zero, to W, and induces P on W, 
from Wiener measure on W. In fact it is a measure theoretic isomorphism. 
If k is an element of W, of finite energy define 
(k .b)(s) = j,; (Ad k(o))(db(a) + k(o))%(a) da). (4.9) 
Then by (4.7) and Lemma 4.2 the map b--f k. b is an a.e. defined map of 
W into itself such that kZ(b) = Z(k . b) a.e. 
Now define cp: W, + G by q(y)= y(1). Unlike in Section 3 the domain 
space for cp is no longer finite dimensional and the range space is not a 
Euclidean space. Nevertheless the idea of Section 3 may be implemented as 
follows. As already suggested by the definition of gradient that enters into 
the statement of Theorem 4.1 the relevant notion of tangent space to W, 
is that given by the span of the vector fields {a,: h E H} defined in 
Eq. (4.2). We identify the tangent space to W, at any point g with H in this 
way. We remark that if G happens to be the real line then H is a proper 
dense subspace of the linear space W,. This reduction in the allowed 
directions of differentiation is well known in stochastic analysis. See, e.g., 
[AM 1, G43 for surveys. 
For 5 in 9 denote by [ the right invariant vector field on G which 
extends 5. Then writing cp’ for dcp we have 
$ah=h(l)^, heH (4.10) 
since for any smooth function v on G, (4 dh),V = a,tvo cp)l, = 
dv(e’“(‘)g(l))/dtl,=,= (h(l)“v)(g(l)). It follows from (4.10) that at any g in 
W, we have 
ker cp’k) = Ho, gE WG. (4.11) 
Define now S, : W, -+ W, by 
(SC g)(s) = e”%(s), 4EY, ge w,. (4.12) 
Write (~5) for the function s -+ sr which is in H. Then (~5) is in H,i since 
for any h in H, we have (h, (so), = sh (h(s), <), ds = (h(l), 5) = 0. But the 
tangent vector to the curve t -+ S,,g is a,,,, at S,,g by (4.1) and (4.12) 
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while by (4.10), cp’ acs5) = [. Thus the curve t + S,, is orthogonal to ker cp’ 
for all t and satisfies cp’ dS,, g/dt = 4. It is therefore a natural analog of the 
solution to (3.2) (the inverse gradient flow) when the range space of cp is 
a manifold, such as G. Since (S, g)( 1) = e5g( 1) we have moreover 
cp(S, g) = e’cp( g) which extends the relation (p(S&z)) = q(z) + < of 
Section 3. 
Given a point x in G we construct a tubular neighborhood of W, with 
the help of the homeomorphisms S, as follows. Choose a number a>0 
such that exp: $9 -+ G is a diffeomorphism on B,, := { 5 E Y: 151 < 2~) into 
G. Define a map B, x W, -+ W, by 5, y + g where g(s) = e”$(s). This map 
is clearly continuous and is one to one because if c,, y, and 5,) y2 map to 
the same function g then at s = 1 we have e51x = es2x. Hence 5, = t2 and 
therefore yi =y2. Let U= {gE W,: g(l)x-‘Eexp B,}. Uis an open set in 
W, and if g is in U then g( 1) = cp(g) = eSx for a unique 5 in B,. Put 
y(s)=e-“<g(s). Then y is in W, and S,(y)= g. Moreover, since 
s’=Log(g(l)x ~ ‘) 5 and hence 7 depends continuously on g in U. This 
proves the first part of the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.3. The map <, y + g := S,(y) from B,x W., onto U := 
cp -- ‘( (exp B,)x) is a homeomorphism. 
Moreover the projections R,, R, given by R,(g)=c and R,(g)=y are 
differentiable and each has a uniformly bounded derivative on U. 
Proof For y in exp B, define $(y): 9 + 99 by 1,9(y)< = 
d Log(e”y)/dtI r=O. Then $( y) is a linear transformation on 9 for which 
there exists a constant M such that 11$( y)IIy j y d M for all y in exp B,. 
But for g in U R,(g) = 5 = Log( g( 1) x- ‘). Hence for any vector h in H 
we have dhR,(g)=dR,(e’hg)/dtl,=o=dLog(e’h(”g(l)x~’)/dtl,=o= 
*(s(l) x -‘) h(1). Thus la,R,(g)l bMlh(l)l <Mlhl. So IIR’,(g)ll GM on 
U. To prove R> is bounded on U let u(c)? = d Log{ exp(i + tq) 
exp( -c)}/dtl,=,. There exists a constant K such that Ilu([)llu _ y d K for 
all [ in B,. There is moreover a constant L such that [Iad c II 9 _ Q d L for 
all t in B,. Now if h is in H then Ih( d Ihl for O<s< 1. Hence if g is U 
then, since cp(ehg) = eh”‘g( l), there exists E > 0 such that ehg is in U 
whenever JhJ <E. Put y=g(l)x-i, 5 = R,(g) = Log y, and y = Ry(g). We 
have g(s)=e”<y(s). Let t(h)= Log(eh”)y), which is well defined for Ihl <E. 
Then R,(e”g)(s) = e-sg(h’eh(s)g(s) = e- st(h)eh(s)e.sSy(g) = e -~S(h)~st~u(h)(s) Y(S) 
where v(h)(s) = (Ad emmS5) h(s). Now t(h) is an analytic function of h( 1) for 
small values of Ih( 1)1 and moreover t(O) = 5. Hence for small (hi the curve 
s + epsech)es5 remains close to e on [0, l] and m(h, s) := Log(e-“S’h’e”S) is 
an analytic function of h( 1) and s for Ihl < E, for some 0 < si d E. In 
particular the map h + dm(h, s)/ds is a differentiable function of h( 1) into 
L2( [0, 11; 9) near h = 0. Thus m(h, .) is a differentiable function of h into 
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H and the Frechet derivative may be computed pointwise in s by the chain 
rule as a&h, S) = u( --so $(y) h( 1). Thus 
for 151 < a since u(S) is analytic. Note further that &(h)(s)/& = 
(Ad eS5)( -(ad 5) h(s) + A(S)>. H ence the linear map h -+ o(h) is bounded 
from H into H with Iv(Zz)lu < (1 + L)lhl if 151 <a. Thus we have 
R,(ehg)(s) = em(hJ)edhb) y(s) wherein both exponents on the right go to 
zero uniformly in s as IhI + 0 and both are Frechet differentiable near h = 0 
as maps into H. Finally we may combine the two factors writing r(h, S) = 
Lw(e m(h,s)e”(h,s’) for small h. Then r(h, S) = m(h, s) + u(h, S) + n(h, S) where 
n(h, S) is a bounded analytic function of h(1) and h(s) and is O(~ZZ~~) 
cf. [H, p. 961. Thus h + r(h, .) is a Frechet differentiable function of h into 
H for small h and dhr(h, .)=d,m(h, .)+d,v(h, .) at h=O. Therefore 
ld,,r(h, .)(h=OIH<(CIM+l +L)Jhl. Hence if f: W,-+R is such that 
Hs h + F(h) :=f(&) is Frechet differentiable at h = 0 then f(R,(ehg)) = 
f(e rUld(h,.)~) = F(r(h, .I) is also Frtchet differentiable at h = 0. By the chain 
l~J(Ry(&))l = l~hF(r(h))l Q IVW))l(1+ L+ CIWlhl. 
Hence IIR’y(g)ll <(l+ L+CIM). 
We discuss now the Brownian Bridge measures pX in more detail, our 
goal being to describe how the measure P can be decomposed over the 
neighborhood U of W, in a manner analogous to (2.4). Denote by p,(x) 
the heat kernel: it is determined by the equation (e’d’2f)(x) = 
SG P,(-w’)~(.Y)& for .f in UC). S ince the Laplacian is central we 
have p,(x-i)=p,(x) and p,(ax~‘)=p,(x) for all x and a in G. Denote 
by P-“,” the a-field in W, generated by {g(r): 0 <t < s}. The solution 
map I: W + W, of the stochastic differential equation (4.5) is measur- 
able with respect to FX and 3~ s rG for each s in [0, l] where FS is the rr 
field in W generated by {b(t): 0 < t < S} [IW]. Moreover Z induces P 
on W, from Wiener measure v on W. For s < t, E(f(g(t)) I g(s) =x) = 
(e (‘PS)d’2f)(x) = JG ~,-~(xy~‘) f(v) dy, from which one deduces easily that 
s +~i-~(g(s) x-‘) is a martingale for P on [0, 1) with respect to the 
family of o-fields 9:. In particular if 0 < s < 1 and f: W, -+ R is bounded 
and F”g measurable then E(fp, -,(g(t) x-‘))/p,(x) is independent of t for 
s Q t < 1 and defines a consistent family of probability measures on the 
a-fields P”g, 0 <S < 1. It is known that this family of measures extends to 
a probability measure pX on g? = V,, I F”g and that g(t) + x a.e. [pL,] 
as t t 1. Thus W, E Y! and ,u,.( W,) = 1. We summarize this well known 
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procedure of Doob for constructing the Brownian Bridge measure px in the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.4. For each x in G there is a unique probability measure pX on 
9:. whose restriction to each Yy, s < 1, is absolutely continuous with 
respect to P 19: and for which there holds 
= 
s 
f(Y)CP,-,(y(t) x-’ )/pl(x)l P(4), Ods< t-c 1 (4.13) 
WG 
when f is measurable with respect to 9: and positive or bounded. Moreover 
W is in Fo and uX( W,) = 1. Finally, zf u is a bounded nonnegative 
me>surable function on G and f is nonnegative or bounded, and FF 
measurable for some s < 1 then 




f(y) u(~(l)) P(dy). 
WC 
Proof Equation (4.14) follows from (4.13) and the Markov property 
for g( . ) with respect o P and the a-fields { 9: Is G 1. 
Remark 4.5 Since I: W + W, is a measure theoretic isomorphism 
Lemma 4.4 and the associated iscussion can be interpreted over W instead 
of over W,. The resulting measures fix on W assign measure one to a set 
tix= {bE KI(b)(f)=x). A’ trault and Malliavin have shown [AMl] that 
a version of the random variable Z(b)( 1) may be chosen in such a way that 
qx (which is in any case a set of Wiener measure zero) is well defined up 
to a set of capacity zero. E. Getzler [Gel has formulated his work on 
analysis over loop spaces in terms of the spaces fi.x. However, we prefer to 
use the spaces W, as the basis for our analysis partly because these spaces 
are topologically interesting, capturing as they do some of the topology of 
G, and partly because the group structure of Wo enters directly into many 
of our computations. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let 
J”,(g)=expC-s1512/2-((5,b(~))l, 
O<ssl, 4~9, g=Z(b). 
(4.15) 
Js is an a.e. defined function on W, which is measurable with respect to 9: 
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for 0 d s < 1 and is a martingale for P. Zf f is nonnegative or bounded, and 
F.y measurable for some s < 1 and ifs < t < 1 then 
I w, fpcrc,(dg) = (pl(x)/pl(e”x)) 
X 
s 
f(s, g) J;(g) /cx(dg). (4.16) 
WC 
ProojI The solution g=Z(b) to the Ito-Stratonovich differential equa- 
tion (4.5) is a measure theoretic isomorphism which carries v equivalence 
classes of Rs measurable functions on W to P equivalence classes of 9: 
measurable functions on W, for 0 <s < 1. Hence Js is an a.e. defined 9,: 
measurable function on W,. It is a martingale for P, {Sp}, G 1 because it 
is (clearly) a martingale for v, {e),c,. Now by the defining equation 
(4.13) we have 
I f(y) ~.+c(dy) WC 
I f(r)Cpl ~,(Y(t)(e’Sx)~1)/p,(e’5x)l f’(h) WG 
= (pl(x)/pl(e”x)) jwGf(7) 
x Cpl-,(e-“r(t) -~-l)/~Ib)l P(4) (4.17) 
by the centrality of p1 _ ,. We make. a change of variables 
r(a) =e”<g(o)r (S,g)(a) on W,. By Lemma 4.2 the Jacobian of S, is 





1 f(s,g) P,-((g(t) x-‘) J:(g) P(dg) 
WC 
= 5 f(s, g) PI -As(t) x-‘) J;(g) P(dg) WG 
=P,(x) j,, f(s, g) J;(g) pL,(dg). 
Inserting this in (4.17) proves (4.16). 
Remark 4.7. px is singular with respect to P because pL,( W,) = 1 while 
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P( W,Y) = 0. For s < 1, b(s), which is defined on W, only up to a set of P 
measure zero, is nevertheless a well defined random variable with respect 
to pL, in the sense that for s 6 t < 1 any 5: measurable function h’ for 
which b’= b(s) a.e. [P] satisfies also b’= b(s) a.e. [pX]. The reason of 
course is that p r IS: e P 19 B. However, we shall also need to give b( 1) a 
meaning as a random variable which is well defind up to a set of p, 
measure zero for every x in G. By putting u = 1 in (4.14) and 
f = lb(t) - b(s)1 ’ one sees readily that for any sequence t, which increases 
to one, b(t,) is Cauchy in L*(p,) for almost every x. This would allow us 
to define b( 1) as the L2(p.Y) limit of b( t,) for almost every x. But we need 
it for every x. This technical problem reflects a substantive difference 
between b( 1) and b(s) for s < 1. For s < 1, b(s) is easily seen to be 
continuously distributed in 9 with respect to p.Y because of the absolute 
continuity of pL, I p: with respect to PI F,f. But if G = S’ then 9 = iR and 
I(b)(l) = e’(l). Hence if x = eis then b( 1) lies in the countable set 
{ (27~2 + 8)i: n = 0, f 1, . ..} with pX probability one. Thus, with respect to 
pi?, b( 1) has a very different character from b(s) for s < 1. The next lemma 
assures that b( 1) can be well defined with respect to pX for every x. At the 
same time the method of proof gives some useful information about its 
distribution (Corollary 4.10). 
LEMMA 4.8. For every x in G and p < co, b(s) converges in Lp(pL,) as 
ST 1. 
Proof Suppose l/2 < t < 1 and that f and F are p’p measurable func- 
tions such that 0 <f(S,y) < F(y) for P-almost all y in W, whenever I[[ <a. 
Let v be a nonnegative continuous function on G with support in exp B,,, 
satisfying fG u(y) dy = 1. Replace x by ep’5x in (4.16) and write y for e t5. 
By (4.15) we have J;(g) d eutb(‘)’ for 151 < a. Hence 
PIN f(g)P,(dg)=p,(Ji.x)j f&g)J;(g)~,,(dg) 
WG WG 
< P,(YX) 1, F(g) e”‘b”“~Jdg). 
Multiply this inequality by u(y) and integrate over G with respect to Haar 
measure. Use u(y) = u(( yx) x-‘) and the right invariance of Haar measure. 
We get 
~~(x)~~~;;f(g)~(dg)~~~,F(g)e u’b”“u(g(l) x-‘) P(dg). (4.18) 
6 
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We may apply this inequality as follows. By (4.9) with k(a) = ear we 
have 
(S,b)(s) = s,’ (Ad e”‘)(db(a) + t da) 
= I ’ (Ad eo5) &(a) + ~5. 0 
(4.19) 
Hence for Ods<t< 1 we have 
(S,b)(t) - (S,b)(s) = j’ (Ad eu5) db(cr) + (r-s)< 
s 
= (Ad erS) b(t) - (Ad eSs) b(s) 
- ‘(AdeuC)[t,b(o)]do+(t-s)t. s s 
Thus 
I(S,b)(t)- (S(b)(s)] d I(Ad ef5)(6(t)-b(s))+ (1 -Ad e(SPf)5)b(s)l 
+/l ICt,NfJ)ll d~+(f-s)ltl s 
Q lb(t)--b(s)1 + l/1-Ade(“P’)511 lb(s)\ 
+~‘115,b(~)ll~~+(f-S)l~l~ s 
Denote by M the norm of the map 5 + ad 5 from 5!? to End 3 and suppose 
ItI da. Then Ilad< <Ma and IIl-Ade(SP’)~/I = II1-e(s~r)ad~~~ < 
(t - s) MaeMa = (t - S) C’, say. Hence if I r I < a then 
I(S,b)(t) - (S,b)(s)l 
<lb(t)-b(s)l+(t-s)C’Ib(s)l+MaJ’Ib(a)lda 
s 
+ (t-s)a. (4.20) 
Let II/: [0, co) + [O, co ) be a nondecreasing function and put f(g) = 
$(lb(t)-b(s)) in (4.18). Define 
lb(t)-&)1 +(t-s) C’lb(s)l +Mall lb(a)1 da+(t-s)a . 
s > 
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Then by (4.20) we have f( S, g) < F(g) if (51 < a. Thus (4.18) yields 
P’(X) i‘, ‘fwb(f) - &)I 1 /L(&) 
d lb(f)-&)I + (f-s) C’l4s)l 
+Mu ‘lb(o)] da+(t-s)a s e”‘h”“u(g(l)x-~‘)P(dg) (4.21) 3 
for 0 d s < t < 1 if t > l/2. Choose G(r) = rp. Now P is the image of Wiener 
measure under b + Z(b) and u is bounded. Moreover lb(t) - b(s)1 + 0 in Lp 
(Wiener measure) for all p < co as s, t r 1 and eu’b(r)’ is in Ly for all q, 
uniformly in t. Furthermore 1: Ih( da6(t-s)sup,.,., Ib(a)l= 
(f-s)llbllm and llbll, is exponentially integrable with respect to the 
Wiener measure. The lemma now follows from (4.21) since pr(x) > 0 for all 
x in G. 
Remark 4.9. By Remark 4.7, b(s) converges to b( 1) in L’(p,) for 
almost every x. But since b(s) converges in L2(px) for all x and since b( 1) 
is only defined on W, up to a set of P measure zero we may modify it on 
a set of P measure zero so that b(s) converges to b( 1) in L2(px) for all x 
in G. We assume henceforth that b(l), regarded as a function on W, is 
defined in this manner. The proof of the lemma then yields the following 
information about the distribution of lb(l)/. 
COROLLARY 4.10. For sufficiently small E > 0 
s ee'b'i p.Jdg) <03. (4.22) WC 
Proof: Put s=O in (4.20) and t=r, giving I(S,b)(r)l < lb(r)1 + 
Mu J;, lb(o)1 da + ru if 151 da. Let fi(b)=sup(Ib(r)l:O<r<t). Then 
f,(S,b) <f,(b) + Mug(b) + tu if 151 <a. Put F,(b) =f,(b)( 1 + Mu) +a. 
Thus f,( S, 6) < F,(b) and eE~(S~b)2 < eEFl(b)2. By (4.18) we have 
PI(X) 1 eEh(b’2 p,(dg) 
WC 
d s ,yf’,U# ealb(r)l u(g(l) x-l  PC&) WC 
d s expC&(Ibl,(1+~u)+a}2+uIbl,1 Wl)x-‘)p(&). 
WC 
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Forsufficiently small E the right side is finite as is well known [Do, p. 392, 
Eq. (2.3’)]. Apply the monotone convergence theorem to the left side. 
LEMMA 4.11. Fix x in G and define U as in Lemma 4.3. Let z be the 
strictly positive C” function on B,, such that exp,(r(<) d<) = Haar measure 
on exp B,,. With respect to the homeomorphism U E B, x W., of Lemma 4.3 
the restriction of P to U has the decomposition 
P(k) = P(&, 4) = w(t> Y) & p,(4), g=s,y, (4.23) 
where 
w(5, Y) = PI(X) T(5) J,(Y)% 151 <a, YEW, (4.24) 
and J&y) = J:(y) is defined in (4.15). 
Proof Suppose f is bounded and 9: measurable for some s < 1. Then 
by (4.13) s ,+, f (g) pcl,(dg) is continuous in x. Thus on the left side of (4.16) 
we may let t f 1 to get j fpecx(dg). On the right side the integrand is 
dominated by const. exp[a 1 b(t)1 1. By Corollary 4.10, Lemma 4.8, and 
Remark 4.9 we may interchange the lirnlt, with the integral. Thus 
pde'x)f f~,:,(dg)=p,b)/ f~QW~kMdd. (4.25) 
WG WC 
Multiply by r(r) and integrate over B,. Upon putting y=eS the left 
side is then jexpB, p,(y-+,f~,,C&)&~ which by (4.14) is 
Sw,fkMgWx ~ ‘) P(dg) where u is the characteristic funtion of exp B,. 
Since U= {ge W,:u(g(l)x~‘)=l} we have 
ju f(g) P(dg) = j,. j, f(S, g)(p,(x) T(5) J<(g)) px(dg) d5 (4.26) 
for any bounded 5”p measurable function f with s < 1. Since the set of 
bounded functions f for which (4.26) holds is closed under the operation of 
taking bounded pointwise limits it holds for all bounded 9;” measurable 
functions. But W, consists only of continuous functions into G. Hence 
9;” = FG. Since pL,( W,) = 1 we may write (4.26) as 
s,: f(g) p(dg) = IBo iwr f(S,?‘)(!‘,(x) z(t) J,(y)) p,(dy) d& (4.27) 
This is the content of (4.23) and (4.24). 
Now put fl(t, y)= w(<, y))1/2 for 151 <a and y in W,. By (4.24) we have 
logP(t>~)= -(1/2)log(~,(x)~(5))+15l~/4+(5>W))/2 (4.28) 
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for t in B, and y = I(b) in W,. Since we shall need to take the gradient of 
log b we must reexpress it in terms of the point g = S, y which is a generic 
point of U. But y(s) = ePA5g(s). Thus if b is now defined by g = Z(b) then 
y=Sp,Z(b)=Z(SpSb) (cf. (4.19)). Thus y is the image under I of the 
process s -+ ji (Ad e-O<) db(o)-st by (4.19). Replace b(1) in (4.28) by 
j: (Ad Ed--‘) &(a) - 5 to get 
logP(t> Y)= -(1/2)log(~,(x)T(5))- 141*/4+(&b(l))/2, (4.29) 
where now Z(b) = g = S<(y). We have used the identity 
ec5)5, db(a)) = I o1 (5, db(a)) 
= (5, b( 1 )I. 
In the next few lemmas we shall compute the relevant gradient of log j3. 
In addition to the 3 valued Wiener process b and the G valued process g 
determined by (4.5) we shall need another 9 valued Wiener process. Let 
B(t) = s’ Ad g(s) ’ db(s) (Ito), (4.30) 
0 
B(t) is a Y valued martingale and for < and 4 in 4e we have 
(5, dB(f))(rl, dB(f)) = ((Ad g(f))5> db(f)M(Ad g(t)h db(t)), 
= ((Ad s(t))5, (Ad s(t))v) dt 
= (5, v) dt 
by (4.4). Hence B is a 9 Wiener process with the same covariance as b. For 
ease in reading we write equations as if G were a matrix group. Let {to} 
be an O.N. basis of 9 and put C = I::,” ri. Since 1 lg is Ad G invariant 
the Casimir operator C commutes with each element of G. The 
Stratonowich differential equation (4.5) reads 
&(s) = db(s) g(s) + (VI Q(s) ds 
= g(sMs)-‘W) g(s)) + (l/2) g(s) C ds 
= g(s)(dB(s) + (l/2) C ds). (4.31) 
Thus 
dg(s) = g(s)odB(s), g(0) = e. (4.32) 
In view of (4.5) and (4.32) we shall refer to b as the left Brownian motion 
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for g and B as the right Brownian motion. Of course we may express b in 
terms of B by 
b(t) = 1’ Ad g(s) dB(s) (no). (4.33) 
0 
Moreover g( .) is a semimartingale and (4.31) gives 





Furthermore the a-field Fr generated by (b(a): 0 <s} is the same as that 
generated by {B(a): c < s}. The relationship between the three processes b, 
B, and g has been discussed in detail in [MM]. 
Let I$’ be another copy of W and denote by i the Wiener measure on 
I& We regard the map b -+ B as a map from W to I@ which is defined 
almost everywhere with respect to v (= Wiener measure on W). This map 
is a measure theoretic isomorphism, as are the maps b + g and B + g into 
( W,, P). For each s the six maps above, which express each of b, B, and 
g in terms of the other two, are measurable with respect to the appropriate 
pair of c-fields, Ps, $s (in I@), or F”p. However, the topology of uniform 
convergence in the function spaces W, I&‘, and WC is not preserved under 
any of these maps if G is not abelian. On the other hand there are various 
senses of differentiability for functions on these spaces which are inter- 
changeable under these maps and we will have to explore them. We have 
already seen that left translation in W,, g -+ kg, by a finite energy function 
k goes over to the Euclidean motion b + k . b (cf. (4.9)) on W. But we shall 
also need ordinary translation in I&’ by H, its associated gradient and its 
relation to the right invariant vector fields ah (cf. (4.1)). We say that a 
function F in L2( I@, \;) is strongly H-differentiable if there is a measurable 
function DF: I@‘-+ H such that s 1 DF( B)I 2 O(dB) < cc and 
as Jhl + 0. We call DF the strong H-derivative. Clearly (DF(B), h) = 
dF(B + th)/dtI ,-o with the derivative existing in the L2(5) sense uniformly 
on the unit ball of H. The resulting operator D: L2( I@) -+ L2( @; H) is not 
closed but has a closure DC [IW, Sl, S23. DC has considerably smaller 
cores. For example, the set of polynomials in finitely many continuous 
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linear functionals on p form a core for D’ because (D’)*D” is the number 
operator of quantum field theory. The logarithmic Sobolev inequality 
s 
F(B)2 log(F(B)I C(dB) 
w 
d i (4.34) ~ IWB)l* v^(dB) + IIFII &r;) log lb7 Lqi) 
holds if F is such a polynomial because the inequality reduces to the known 
finite dimensional one [Gl] in this case. Since these functions form a core 
for D”, (4.34) holds for all strongly H-differentiable functions F. We take 
(4.34) as the starting point in our derivation of Theorem 4.1. The next few 
lemmas relate D and V and compute ) D log PI. 
LEMMA 4.12. For each element h in H define a function k = k, in W, by 
the equation 
k(s) ‘k(s) = h(s), k(0) = e. (4.35) 
(i) Let f: W, -+ R be any function and fix y E W,. Define 
u(h) = f(khy) and v(h) = f(e”y). Th en u is Fr’rtchet differentiable on H at 
h = 0 if and only if v is, in which case they have the same Frtchet derivative 
at h = 0. 
(ii) There is a constant C such that 
IAd kh(s) - I- ad h(s)/ .,,<Clhl* forOdsd 1 and&h. (4.36) 
Proof. We use [G3, Lemma 2.11, which, in the notation of the present 
paper, asserts that for some c > 0 and Ih( CC, kh(s) lies in a canonical 
coordinate neighborhood of e in G for 0 d s < 1 and the function 
s -+ X(h)(s) = Log kh(s) lies in H. Moreover x: {h: Ihl CC} -+ H is a dif- 
feomorphism with Frechet derivative x’(O) = I,. Part (i) of the lemma 
follows from the equation u(h) = f((exp X(h))y) = v(X(h)). Part(ii) is clearly 
a statement about small IhI only since the left side of (4.36) grows at most 
linearly in I hl for large Ihl. Since h = 0 gives k, = e we have x(O) = 0. Hence 
for small Ihl we have X(h) = h + O(lhl’). Thus kh(s) =exp[~(h)(s)] = 
exp[h(s) + E(S, h)] where E(S, h) = 0( IhI’) uniformly in s. We have used the 
fact that the sup norm on H is dominated by the H norm. So Ad kh(s) = 
exp[ad h(s) + E(S, h)] = I+ ad h(s) + O(lhl’). This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 4.13. Define $(x)q =d Log(efqx)/dt at t =0 for x in exp(B,) 
and ?J in Y. Then for 5 in B,, *(et)*5 = 5. 
Proof. For 151 < a and q in Y let $(e’)s = U. Thus Log(e’qe’s) = 
5 + tu + O(t2) and therefore efqe5 = eS+‘u+O(rZ). By [H, Theorem 1.7, p. 951, 
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which we shall write as if G were a matrix group we have, vet = defqe5/dt = 
dexp(5+tu+O(t2))/dt=eS{(1-ePadr)/ad<}u. The derivatives are at 
t=O. Thus q=ead5{(1 -ePadT)/ad (}u. H ence for sufficiently small 5 we 
have u = (ad 5/(eadg - 1)) 4. Hence $(eS) = ad </(eade - 1) if 5 is small 
enough for the power series in the denominator to converge to an 
invertible operator after cancellation of ad 5 above and below. Since the 
inner product is Ad G invariant we have $(e5)* = -ad t//(ePadi; - 1) = 
Il/(ePs). Since $(er) is analytic on all of B, the identity $(e’)* = rl/(e <) 
holds for 151 <a. But $(e~5)~=dLog(e”e~r)/dtj,=,=d(t~-[)/dt=~. 
Hence $(ec)*[ = 5. 
LEMMA 4.14. For h in H define T,,: I@-+ I@ by T,, B = B + h. Since T,, 
preserves the E measure class it induces measurable maps g -+ gh on W, and 
b + bh on W. Write 
(g.h)(s) =s,: (Ad g(o)) b) do, gc WG. (4.37) 
Then h + g. h is an orthogonal transformation of H. Let k = k,, in the 
notation of Lemma 4.12. Then 
gh=kg (4.38) 
and 
bh(t) = I’ (Ad k(s)) db(s) + !-’ (Ad k(s))(g . h)‘(s) ds. (4.39) 
0 0 
ProoJ Only (4.38) and (4.39) need proof. If gh is defined by (4.37) then 
dgh(s) = k(s) dg(s) + k(s) g(s) ds = k(s)(g 0 dB(s)) + k(s)(g . h)‘(s) g(s) ds = 
(kg)(s)odB(s) + k(s) g(s) /r(s) ds. In the first term of the last sum we have 
used the fact that k is of bounded variation. Thus dgh(s) = (kg)(s)0 
d(B(s) + h(s)) = gh(s) 0 d(B(s) + h(s)). By uniqueness and since gh(0) = e we 
have established (4.38). Now by (4.33) we have 




’ (Ad k(s))(Ad g(s)) dB(s) 
0 
+ j; (Ad Ws)NAd g(s)) h’(s) ds 
= /’ (Ad k(s)) db(s) + f (Ad k(s))(g . h)‘(s) ds 
0 0 
which proves (4.39). 
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LEMMA 4.15. Let cp: W, + R be a function of the form cp( g) = 
4g(t*), . ..> g(t,)), 0 < t1 < ... <t,< 1 where UEC~(G”). ZfF(B)=cp(f(B)), 
where f(B) = g is the solution to (4.32), then F is strongly H-differentiable 
and 
Pf’(B)> h) = (Vdg), g .A). (4.40) 
Moreover for 0 < t < 1, b(t) is srrongly H-dljjferentiable and 
(Db(r),h)={:(ad(g.h)(s))db(s)+(g.h)(l). (4.41) 
Proof For fixed g the function h --) q(e g .hg) is clearly FrCchet differen- 
tiable on H and uniformly in g. This holds also for the function 
h-+q$kg.hg) by Lemma4.12. That is, Iq(gh)--q(g)-(V&g), g-h)1 = 
o(lhl) as Ihl -+O uniformly in g. Hence by (4.38). \F(B+h)-F(B)- 
(Vcp(g), g.h)l = o(lhl) uniformly in B. This proves (4.40). By (4.39) 
and (4.36) 




-k(s) b(s) k(s)-%(s) k(s)-‘} ds 
+J; k.h)‘(s)ds+Wlh12) 
= (Ad k(t)) b(t) - j’ (Ad k(s))[k(s)p’k(s), b(s)] ds 
0 
+ k.h)(t) + Wlh12) 
=b(t) + (adk.h)(t)) b(t) + Wlh12) b(t) 
- s : (I+ adk.h)(s) + W12))Ck-hHs), b(s)1 ds 
+ (g.h)(f) + O(lhl*). 
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Hence we have, with lb), -sup,jb(s)j, 
(ad(R.h)(t))b(r)-j’[(g.h)‘(S), Hs)l h+ (g.h)(t) 
0 
d Ih12(ao+a, Mm) (4.42) 
for some constants a, and a,. A reverse integration by parts gives 
et) - b(t) - { j’ Ck .h)(s), Ws)l + (g .hNt) 0 II 
Q lh12(ao +a, 14 ,). (4.43) 
Since 161 m is square integrable b(t) is a strongly H-differentiable function 
of B and (4.41) follows. The strong estimate (4.43) will be useful later. 
Remark 4.16. If k is an element of W, of finite energy the action of 
the map g+ kg on b(s) is given in (4.9). In particular if h is in H 
and k(s) = erhcs), 0 d s 6 1, then one can compute that 8,&s) = 
defh . b(s)/dt I I =o = J; (ad h(a)) db(o) + h(s). Indeed an informal computa- 
tion of this derivative from (4.9) for fixed h is straightforward using 
ji k(o) k(a)-’ do = JS, th(a) do + O(t’). Moreover the method of proof used 
in Lemma 4.15 shows that a,b(s) exists in the strong H-Frtchet sense. We 
write 
(Vb(t), h) = j:(ad h(s)) db(s) + h(t). (4.44) 
Then (4.41) shows that 
(D&t), h)ff= W(t), g.h),, (4.45) 
where g and b are related by (4.5). Equation (4.45) is of course the same 
kind of relationship between D and V as in (4.40). Note that if we replace 
h by gP1 . h in (4.40) we obtain 
(ahd(fum = (D(dtB)h g-’ .A) 
which expresses the right invariant vector field ah on the group W, in 
terms of the non-constant vector field ((g-l . h), D)* on the flat space I@. 
This “non-constant” vector field arose naturally in the work of E. Getzler 
[Gel even though the group structure of W, (under pointwise multiplica- 
tion) did not play an explicit role in his considerations. We note finally that 
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the operation g + gh was denoted in [G3] by g + h + g because of the 
rules of operation implied by this notation. It is amusing, but not of 
obvious significance, to note that this operation is related to the pointwise 
product by a left distributive law (h + g)y = h y + gy if we define the right 
action h + h . y of W, on H by h . y = y ~ ’ . h. This identity follows from the 
analytic definition (4.35) and (4.38) and does not involve any stochastic 
analysis. 
LEMMA 4.17. Define log b(g) by (4.29). Then log b(g) is strongly H-dif- 
ferentiable over U and 
lDlogPk)l’=fj’ Irl/(eS)*(b(1)+m(i”))+C~,b(s)-b(1)112ds, (4.46) 
0 
where (m(t), q) = -d log z(t + tq)/dt at t=O and II/ is defined in 
Lemma 4.13. 
Proof Since < = Log( g( 1) x ~ ’ ) is a bounded C” cylinder function of g 
on U, log fi( g) is strongly differentiable over U by Lemma 4.15. Since 
(DF( g), h)” = (VF( g), g . h) for all the terms in log B(g) and h -+ g. h is an 
orthogonal transformation on H we have ID log 81 = JV log /?I. So we 
compute V log /3 which is notationally a little simpler. Note that 
Now from (4.29) we have 
= -&lou(W (5, tit@) h(l))+ (Net) h(l), b(l)) 
+ i : (5, (ad h(a)) db(a)) + (t,h(l)) 
= (m(t), $(e’)h(l))- (ll/(e”)*L h(l))+ ($(es)41), b(l)) 
- i : V(o), (ad t) db(a)) + (5, Ml )I. 
By Lemma 4.13 the second and last term cancel. Thus 
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2ahlogPk)=(Nl), i(e’)*(m(e)+b(l)))-jl (h(a), [5, db(o)]) 
0 
= s d (h(s), $(e’)*(m(t)+h(l))) ds- (h(l), CL Hl)l) 
= 5 ’ (&), ll/(e”)*(m(O+Nl))- CL b(l)1 + CL Ns)l)ds. 0 
The equation (4.46) now follows from the definition of the inner product 
in H, 
LEMMA 4.18. Let 
~(Y)=(4~2)-‘l~(l)12, y=Z(b)E w,. (4.47) 
Suppose that 0< E da and that u is in C,.(g) with support in B,. Let 
0 < 9 < I/2. Write 
where y=S-,g ande5=g(l)xp’ andput 
D = 0 1 expCMgYW40 Bk))2f’(&). (4.48) 
u 
Then D < 00 if E is sufficiently small. 
Proof: For g in U we have e5 = g( 1) xP1 for some unique 5 in B,. Let 
y(s) = e-“‘g(s); i.e., y = SP,g. Then y is in W,. If g=Z(b) then 
y = I(%,b)) where 
(K,b)(s) = fi (Ad e -“<) db(o) -s< 
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where c( 4,6) = ((Ad e P~)-l)b(l)+~‘(AdeP”i)[<,h(~)]d~-<. But if 
](I 6~ then 0 
lc(4, b)l d MEeM” Ih(l)l + j’ M.s]h(a)l dc+E 
0 
<E(l +C,lbl.,). (4.50) 





44, b, s) = ($(er)* - 1) b(l) + $(e’)*m(t) + CL b(s) -Ml )I. 
Let C3 = v{l$(e’)*m(5)l: I41 <a}. Since Ii/(e) = 1 there is clearly a 
constant C, such that 
Ir(r,h,s)ld&CqIhl,+C~, ItI GE. (4.52) 






= (l/4) j’ C2(Hl), 44, b, s)) + Id& b, s)l’l ds 
0 
- 2(Hl), 453 6)) - Id59 b)12 
d~C,l~l2,+C,l~l%+G 
by (4.50) and (4.52). From (4.29) we have 
(4.53) 
llw B(g)1 G c* + (E/2) IN1 )I for 141 GE. (4.54) 
But 
expCKk)Pl 45)2Pk)2 
In view of (4.53) and (4.54) the exponent is dominated by a quadratic form 
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in ]b( m whose quadratic term coefficient is order E for 5 in the support of 
u. Hence 
XesuP/u(i’)l*Jcli exp[sClhlL +C’lhl, +C”] P(dg). 
This is finite for sufficiently small E by [Do, p. 392, Eq. (2.3’)] or by 
Fernique’s general theorem [K, p. 1591. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Choose a > 0 so that exp is a diffeomorphism 
of B,, := {5~Y:j51<2a} into G. Fix x in G and put U={g~l+‘~: 
g(l) x-’ E exp B,}. Almost all of the steps necessary to carry out the proof 
of Theorem 4.1 by the method of Theorem 2.1 have been detailed in the 
previous lemmas. For the total measure space (Q, P) of Section 2 we now 
use ( W,, P). We take for Y the subset W, and we take for X the ball B, 
in 9. By Lemma 4.3 the neighborhood U of W, decomposes as a product 
U z B, x W, and both projections R, and R ,, have a bounded derivative. 
Thus we need only use the simpler Corollary 2.3. The conditional measure 
pX (= Brownian bridge measure) is discussed in Lemmas 4.4 and 4.6 while 
Lemma 4.8 and Remark 4.9 explain how 6( 1) may be interpreted as a 
measurable function with respect to Pi. We have shown in Lemma 4.11 
that the restriction of P to U has a density w with respect to &$Jdy). 
Moreover w is given explicitly by (4.24) in terms of the left Brownian 
motion 6. The gradient of log w ~ “* has been computed in Lemma 4.17. 
Now choose 0 < E < a and choose a nonnegative function u in Coo(%) such 
that support u c B, and J u(t)* dt = 1. By the key Lemma 4.18 we may 
choose E so small that the integral in (4.48) is finite. It suffices to prove the 
theorem for the potential V = 11 b( 1 )I * with 2 = (4a2)-’ where GL is a bound 
for the derivative of the horizontal projection g + y from U to W, (cf. 
Lemma 4.3) because for a larger value of ;I, (4.6) will clearly hold with the 
same constant C, and A, (as for 1, = (4~~))‘) while for a smaller value of 
1, one need only increase the constant C,, since IV, f(y)I' is nonnegative. 
But for 1= (4~~))’ Lemma 4.18 asserts that the crucial hypothesis (2.9) 
holds. The only point in the proof that remains to be verified is the 
following technical one. The main idea in the proof of Theorem 2.1 consists 
in applying the known Gaussian logarithmic Sobolev inequality (4.34) to 
the function F(B) = f(y) u(p) /J(g), where f is specified in the statement of 
Theorem 4.1, g and B are related by (4.32), e5= g(l)x-‘, y(.~)=e~“~g(s) 
(cf. Lemma 4.3), and u(l) is interpreted as zero for g not in U. 
That is, F(B) = f(R,g) u(R,g) j?(g). We have IDF(B)J = ]VF(B)I = 
I(V,f )(y) R;(g) 45) B(g)+f(y) u’(t) R>(g) /3(g) +f(Y) 45) VB(g)l and 
we would like to insert this into (4.34) and proceed as in Section 2. But we 
must show that F is strongly H-differentiable in order to apply (4.34). Since 
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the first two factors in F have bounded first derivatives (cf. Lemmas 4.3 and 
4.15) we need only show that j(g) is strongly H-differentiable on the 
support of g + u(t( g)). Note first that if u([( g)) # 0 then g” is in U for 
l/z\ < c for some constant c independent of g. The localization to U of the 
notion of strong H-differentiability therefore makes sense. Now put 
r=logj(gh)-logb(g) and note that le’-- 1 -r] <r2e”‘. By (4.42) we have 
Irl<~,Ihl(l+lbl~) while Ir-(DlogP,h)ld~,lhl~(l+Ihl,) by (4.43). 
Hence 
IBkh) - B(s) - B(s)(~ 1% P(S)? h)l 
=P(g)le’-1 -(DlogBk),h)l 
d BkNr’e”’ + Ir - (D log b(g), h)l) 
~e‘U(‘+‘b’~)[lh12c~(I + ~bl,)2e’h~L’1(‘+ihi~)+c21h~2(1 + /bl,)] 
which in L*(U, P) norm is 0(lh12). This completes the proof. 
Remark 4.19. The need for the potential V=Alb(1)12 in (4.6) arises 
because the leading term (l/4) Ib( 1 )I ’ in IV log p(g)l’ cf. (4.51) is too large 
and is not controlled by taking 151 small. The potential V cancels these 
terms (cf. (4.53)). If one uses the more careful estimate involving an 
integration by parts as in Remark 2.4 or Remark 3.4 one still finds (with 
C = 1) g(g) = (l/4) Ib( 1 )I ’ + small quadratic terms + linear terms in 
b + bounded terms - 2a2V. Hence one still needs the potential V to cancel 
(at least part of) the term (1/4)~b(l)~* because &‘(1/4) > l/2 and 
E(e wm~ul~) = co. 
Remark 4.20. One may gain some understanding for the need of a 
potential Alh(l on the right side of (4.6) by comparing the cases G= S’ 
and G= SU(2). In case G= S’ the solution to the stochastic differential 
equation (4.5) is g(s) = ebcJ), where b(s) lies in iR, the Lie algebra of S]. 
Then the loop space W, may be identified with the set of Brownian paths 
b such that b( 1) = 2nin for some n E Z. Thus W, is a countable union of 
connected open sets 52 n := (6: b( 1) = 2nin) in W,. Clearly h + 0, = 52, if h 
is in H,. Hence iff is a function on W, which is constant on each Q2, then 
a,f = 0 on W, if h is in H,. Thus the tangential gradient V,f is zero on 
W,. Let a, = pL,(Q,). Then c(, > 0 for all n in Z and C a, = 1. There exists 
a sequence a, 2 1, n E Z, such that C aia, < cc and C az(log a,) ~1, = cc. If 
f=a, on 52, then f f 2 log f dp, = cc while /If /I L~crcJ < co. Hence the 
inequality (4.6) cannot hold with 1,=0. The trouble results from the fact 
that functions of b( 1 ), such as the above function f, are invariant under 
translations by H,. Of course one could dispense with the potential 
E. Ib( l)[’ if one restricted attention to functions on Q,, the connected 
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component of the identity in the loop group W,. In this case not only is 
lb( 1 )I * = 0 on Q, but p, is (after normalization) Gaussian on 4, and (4.6) 
is known to hold with C, = 1 and A, = 0. By contrast, if G = SU(2), then 
W, is connected, since SU(2) is simply connected. The conditioning 
g( 1) = e imposes no constraint on the values of h( 1) in this case. We only 
know that 6(l) has a reasonable distribution with respect to /.L~ (cf. 
Corollary 4.10). On the other hand b( 1) is not invariant under H,: If one 
puts k(s) = exp t/z(s) in (4.9) and differentiates with respect to t at t = 0 one 
gets 
d,b(s) = J; [h(o), db(a)] + h(s). (4.55) 
Hence even if h(1) = 0 (i.e., h E H,) ahb( 1) may not be zero because G is 
not commutative. Thus V,f(b( 1)) is not in general zero. Nevertheless I 
believe that IjV,f(b( l))jlL+,) is not strong enough to control 
J f’ log Ifl 4,. 
5. HYPERCONTRACTIVITY AND GROUND STATE 
Denote by Cz,( W,) functions f: W, + R of the form f(y) = 
u(Y(tlh . ..> y(t,J) where 0~ t, < . . <t,, < 1 and v is in P(G’). We 
consider in this section the Friedrichs extension L of the operators 
V,*V, + 2 16( 1 )I* on L*( W,, P.~) where pL, is the Brownian bridge measure 
on the bridge space W,, x E G, and V, 1 C,$( W,) + L*( W,, p,; H,) is the 
tangential gradient defined by (4.3). We show that e-‘L is a positivity 
preserving hypercontractive semigroup and that L has at least one ground 
state. All function spaces are real. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let A > 0 and fix x in G. Write 
Q(f, s)=~wr ((V,f(y),V,g(~)),+Ilb(l)lZf(y) g(y)) ddy) (5.1) 
for f g in C,$( W,). Then Q h as a closed extension. Let Q be the minimal 
closed extension of Q and denote by L the nonnegative self-adjoint operator 
on L2( W,, u,) associated to Q via the equality Q(f g) = (L’l*f, L1’2g)L’(P,J. 
Then 
(i) ePrL extends (or restricts) to a positivity preserving contrac- 
tiononLP(W,,p,)forallt20andl<p<co. 
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(ii) Ile~‘Lfll,~,,q~~eM(r~y)lIf/Iq, 1 <q< a 
for f in Ly(p,) where 
~(t,q)=l+(q-1)e2’lC’ 
M(t, 4)=2A,(q-‘-P(f, 9)r1) 




Moreover inf spectrum L is an eigenvalue with finite multiplicity and 
belongs to at least one nonnegative eigenfunction. 
LEMMA 5.2. V, : C’,T,(( W,) -+ L*( W,Y, pL, ; H,) has a closed extension in 
L2( wx, Pu,). 
Proof It suffices to show that V,* is densely defined. Let v be in 
C,;, ( W,) and let h be in C,? ((0, 1); 9). Since these two spaces are dense in 
L2(pL.x) and H,, respectively, linear combinations of functions of the form 
F(y) = v(y)h are dense in L*( W,, ,u,; H,). It suffices therefore to show that 
F is in the domain of V,*. Let f be in C,:,. Then 
(V0.L "'=i‘,: W,f(y)t h),,v(y)l*,(&) 
= I (a,f )(y) V(Y) A&) w, 
=$I,., f(e’hy)v(y)~u,(dY)lr=o. 
Choose tl< 1 such that f(y) and v(y) depend only on y 1 [0, a] and such 
that h(s) = 0 for s > tx Write k(s) = eP th(‘). Then k(s) = e for s > CY. By (4.13) 






fte"?) v(~)Cp, -,(~(a) x~‘)/P~(x)I f’(h) 
WC 
= jwGf(y) u(b)Cp, -d?(x) x-‘Yp,@)l J,(y) P(4), (5.5) 
where J,(y) is given by the right side of (4.8) with y = Z(b). Now 
d(k(s)~l~(s))/dt~,=o=d(eth(s)de~’h(”)/ds)/dt~,=o 
= -h(s) 
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and the t-derivative exists uniformly in s. Thus 
(5.6) 
since the first term in the exponent in (4.8) has t-derivative zero at t=O. 
The t-derivative clearly exists in the L*(P) sense because the exponent in 
Jk is a well understood Gaussian random variable. Let 
(5.7) 
for h in CpO((0, 1); 3). Since the first three factors in the integrand in (5.5) 
are bounded we may interchange the t-derivative with the integral in (5.5). 
We get 
(V&L F,=/ f(Y){ -(a,~)(Y)+jh(Y) 4Y)l 
WG 
x CP, -Jr(a) -~-~‘)/~lb)l P(4). 
Since h(s) = 0 for s > tl the integrand is F”,” measurable. Hence 
(5.8) 
Fd F) = j .fbN - (~,v)(Y) +j,(~) 0)) pL,(dy) (5.9) 
WL 
j, is in L2(p.J by Corollary 4.10. Hence (V,f, F) is continuous in f in 
L2(pu,) norm and F is therefore in the domain of V,*. 
Remark 5.3. The equation (5.9) is actually valid for any h in H,, so 
that the corresponding function o(y)h is in the domain of uz. The necessary 
estimates on jh in this case have been made by [MM, Theorem B]. 
Moreover a general class of Dirichlet forms on quasi-sure subvarieties of 
Wiener space of finite codimension has been investigated for closeability 
and generation of processes by Airault and Van Biesen [AV], using the 
test function space W” of the Malliavin calculus. 
LEMMA 5.4. The quadratic form Q defined by (5.1) has a closed exten- 
sion. If Q is the minimal closed extension and L is the associated nonnegative 
self-adjoint operator associated to p (via p(f, g) = (L’/*f, L’/*g) for f, g in 
g(L’/‘) = G@(p)) then L satisfies conclusion (i) of Theorem 5.1. 
Proof: If Ql(L g) = swr (V,f(y), V0 g(y)),pAdy) and QLL g) = 
SW, II lb(l )l*f(y) g(y) Qdy) with both domains equal to C’;[( W,) then 
both quadratic forms are well defined because lb( 1 )I * is in L1 (pX) by 
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Corollary 4.10. Q, has a closed extension QI by Lemma 5.2. The domain of 
Q, is in fact exactly the domain 9, of the closure of V,. Q, clearly has a 
closure Q2 with domain gz= {felt: j lh(1)12f(y)’ &,(y)< az}. 
Q, + Q2 is a closed extension of Q = Q, + Q2. Of course Q1 + Q, c 
0, + oz. It is not hard to show that equality holds, although we don’t 
need this. Now if cp is in C”(R) with ~(0) =0 and 0~ q’(t) d 1 and if 
fee,:, then cpof is in Cc:., and Q((~ofi cpof)=j {cp’(f(~))~IV~f(y)l~+ 
nlh( 1 )I’ cp(f(~))~} p&d?) d Q(,h f). Hence Q is Markovian. By [Fu, 
Theorem 2.1.11, 0 is also Markovian. Hence by the Beurling-Deny 
criterion (cf. [Fu, Theorem 1.4.1]), L satisfies conclusion (i) of 
Theorem 5.1. 
A key ingredient in deriving hypercontractivity (5.2) from the 
logarithmic Sobolev inequality (4.6) is the inequality (5.10) below which, 
beginning with [Gl, cf. (2.13) and (4.8)] has been rederived in several dif- 
ferent contexts cf. [D, DS, St]. It would be easy to derive it for our closed 
form 0 just from the chain rule (as in [Gl, Eq. (4.8)]) and a limiting argu- 
ment. However, D. Stroock has shown [St, Lemma 9.91 or [DS, p. 2421 
that the inequality depends only on the positivity preserving and contrac- 
tion character of the associated semigroup. We give a slightly modified 
version of his very general lemma so as to allow a positive potential. 
LEMMA 5.5 (Stroock). Let (Sz, p) be a finite measure space. Let L be a 
nonnegative self-adjoint operator on L’(p) such that eprL is positivity preser- 
ving and is a contraction on L=(p). Let 9, = domain(Llf2). Forf and g in 9, 
Put 
Q(.r, 8) = (L”‘zf, L1’2gLqI,). 
lf0<fEL”n91 and2<p<ac: thenf p’2 andfPp’ are in 9, and 
Q(fp’2,fp’2)6((~/2)2/(~-WQ(f,fp?, 26p< 03. (5.10) 
ProojI Write P, = ePrL and let c,(y) = (P, 1 )( y). Then 1 - a,(y) > 0 a.e. 
because P, is a contradiction on L”. If u and u are bounded measurable 
functions on Q we write U--U(X) 1 for the function y + u( y) - U(X). 
A straightforward expansion of the right side using the symmetry of P, 
establishes the following well known equality. 
+I (~-~~(Y))u(Y)u(Y)~~(Y). (5.11) 
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Since t ~ ‘( 1 - eP”) increases to 1 for A 2 0 as t decreases to zero the 
spectral theorem shows that for any functions u and u in L*(p) 
Q(u, “‘=‘I’~ t ‘((I-P,)u, u) (5.12) 
if u and u are in 9i. Moreover u is in 9, if and only if lim,l, t -‘( (Z- 
P,)u, U) is finite. Suppose 0 <<f(y) < 1 for all y in 52 and that a 3 1. By 
the mean value theorem (f(y)” - f(~)~)~ d a*(f( y) -f(x))’ while 
(f(y)“)‘<f(y)*<a*f(y)*. Thus if we put u=u=fU in (5.11) we get 
(FP,)f”,f”)da2 ((I- Pl),f, f) which implies that f” is in 9i when f’ is 
in 9i and 0 d f 6 1. Since p/2 3 1 and p - 1 3 1 the first assertion of the 
lemma follows for a bounded nonnegative function f by considering C ‘f 






(f(YP2 - f(x)“‘2)2G(P/2)2(P- l)~‘(f(Y)-f(x))(.~P~L(y)-fp~l(x)). 
Moreover (p/2)‘( p - 1))’ is increasing on [2, cc) (take the derivative) and 
is therefore greater or equal to one on [2, cc ). By (5.11) we therefore have 




Inequality (5.10) now follows from (5.12). 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. By Theorem 4.1 we have 
w,f~Y~*~~~If~Y~l~.~~~Y~b~,Q~f~+~,IlfIl:+llfll:~~~IlfII* (5.13) 
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for fin C,JI,,, where Ilfll, is the Lp(pX) norm off. Moreover this inequality 
holds for all functions f in the domain of Q. For there is a sequencef, in 
Cc:, which converges to f in L’(c(,-) while Q(f,) + Q( f ). Choosing a sub- 
sequence we may assume that f, --f f a.e. [p,]. By Fatou’s lemma (5.13) 
holds for f also because the integrand on the left is bounded below and pr 
is a finite measure. 
Let p 3 2 and suppose 0 6 f is bounded and is in the domain of Q. By 
Lemma 5.4, e ” is a positivity preserving contraction semigroup on Ly(pL,) 
for 1 d q d KI,, so we may apply Lemma 5.5. Thus f p’2 and f pp’ are in 
9(Q) and (5.13) applied to,fP!’ yields 
(P:2)Jfphf d P.1 G (P/2)2( P - 1) - ‘Cl m f pp ‘) + A I Ilf II ; 
+ llf II ; 1% 1l.f IIg”. 
If f is bounded, nonnegative, and is moreover in the domain of L then - 
Q(f, f pm ‘) = (Lf, f pP ‘). Hence in this case 
+ Ilf II :: 1% Ilf lip. (5.14) 
So far the proof follows the pattern of proof of [Gl, Theorem 61 but with 
different domain considerations. The remainder of the proof is the same as 
the proof of [Gl, Corollary 2.11 on the interval [2, co). To compute the 
smoothing rate and norms we see from (5.14) that the Sobolev coeffkient 
for index p 3 2 is c(p) = (p/2)( p 2 l))‘C, while the local norm is 
y(p) = c( p)-r2A, /p = 4A, C, ‘( p - 1) p 2. The initial value problem 
c(p) dp/dt = p, p(0) = q has the solution p(t, q) = 1 + (q - 1) e2’lc1 while a 
straightforward computation shows that M(t, q) = St, y( p(s, q)) ds = 
2A 1 (q ’ - p ~ ’ ) where p = p( t, q). See [G 1, Theorem 1 ] for the significance 
of these quantities. This proves part (ii) of Theorem 5.1, but only for 
26qdp<co. Suppose that 1 <q < p d 2 and that p = p(t, q) = 
1 + (q - 1) e2’iCI. Denote by q’ = q/(q - 1) the conjugate exponent. Then 
2dp’<q’<co and moreover (q’-l)/(p’-l)=(p-l)/(q-l)=e2’lC’. 
Hence /leP’LII, +Ly <e2Ai’1’p’P”y” b y what has already been proved on 
[2, co). However, since e -” is symmetric on L2 and since l/p’- l/q’= 
l/q - l/p we have IleP’LIIL’i,Lp = /IePrLIILP +Lu’ <e2a’(“YP”p). This proves 
(ii) in case 1 < q d p < 2. The remaining case is 1 < q < 2 < p < 00. Suppose 
p = I+ (q- 1) e2’/C1. Let t,=(C,/2)log(q-l)-’ and t2=(C,/2)log(p-1). 
Then clearly t, >O, t, >O, and t, + t, = t. Hence with an obvious 
abbreviation of subscripts we have IleP’Ll/y+p = Ile-“LeP”Llly+p 6 
Ilem~ rZLlj Z-tpll~~“LlI,~2 < exp[2A,(1/2- l/p)] expC2A,(l/q- l/2)1 = 
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exp[2A,(l/q- l/p)]. This completes the proof of (ii) in Theorem 5.1. To 
prove the existence of a ground state for L take t = 1 in (ii) and q = 2. Let 
K = e”(1,2) and p = 1 + e2/‘.I. Then p > 2 and lie- ‘11 Lo, LP < K. Moreover 
e ~’ is symmetric and positivity preserving and pY is a finite measure. 
Hence l/ePLll Lo, L2 is an eigenvalue of eP L of finite multiplicity by [G2, 
Theorem 11. The eigenfunctions constructed in the proof are nonnegative. 
These eigenfunctions clearly belong to inf spectrum L. 
Remark 5.6. We conjecture that on each connected component of the 
topological space W,, L has a unique ground state. 
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